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Culture and multiple logics when designing: understanding, navigating and influencing 
multiple worldviews as part of service design 
 
This panel session aims to discuss the meaning, manifestations and interrelations of culture 
and institutional logics. Both are relevant concepts in contemporary service design research, 
and we are interested in exploring the different understanding people hold of these 
concepts. As part of this we will investigate the current strategies used to understand them, 
navigate across them and possibly influence them while designing. We also want to use this 
panel to reflect on how we can develop this understanding in the future research, practice 
and teaching. 
 
Co-Chaired by Daniela Sangiorgi and Simon Clatworthy  
Panelists: Sarah Drummond, Joyce Yee, Josina Vink, Juan Sanin, Melisa Duque Hurtado 
 
Comments and questions from attendees: 
 
Mieke van der Bijl-Brouwer: Following on from Josina’s point about the word ‘logics’, I’m 
interested to know more about how we can move beyond the way our own cultural belief 
systems influence the way we design. I’m very aware that my designing is a Western way of 
designing, using ‘mechanistic’ ways of looking at design, literally using words like 
‘mechanisms’, ‘working principles’, ‘leverage points’ etc. But what could I do to move 
beyond those and learn from other ways of designing? 
 
Liam Fennessy: Thank you Sarah, Josina, Daniela, Joyce, Melissa and Juan, 
I am interested in Sarah’s proposition of designers ‘rendering intent’ that is very often 
prefigured from outside of both design culture and the cultures that the designer is seeking 
to service. It is perhaps an insight that itches. Is this perhaps more a question of the 
designer attempting to function as a different kind of expertise (or to insert alternate logics 
perhaps) than the particular expertise they have and have been tasked to provide to a given 
situation? 
 
Tristan Schultz: I wonder how panellists feel about the relationship between ‘logic’ in deisgn 
processes and tools, environmental conditions and relations with other logics (human and 
non-human) depending on those conditions? 
 
Duan Zhipeng: Using tools has became a very important part in service design education and 
practice. It seems that using tools is important way to legitiazie service designers’s activtiy 
for externals. Any possiblity to face this crisis of legitimacy or to - partly - de-link 
professionals of service design from using tools? 
 
Lisa O: I am interested in the framing of logics v ethics/marality. Is it easier to interogate / 
shift ethics (eg Ethics of Care that preferences individual interactions over positivistic Ethics 
frameworks of right versus wrong action). How then does the exploration of ethics open up 
the understanding of culture? 
 
Alison Prendiville: My question relates to power-relationship that are part of culture - and 
we can see that across the globe how governments are reluctant to relinquish control using 
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extreme measures or more subtle ways by denying the scrutiny of policies for example in 
our own parliament. Similarly, in organisations there are power-relationships so from your 
experience – can you share how that power manifested itself in your work and how did you 
overcome this and were people willing to relinquish it. 
 
Lauren Tan: I agree with Joyce - Need those methods and tools to initially build confidence. 
And then build the mindset, or feel the mindset through the methods and tools. 
 
Alison Prendiville: I would agree- and I think Josina summed up the limitations of the term. 
 
Yoko Akama on Kulin Nation land: This might ‘hijack’ the great discussion taking place here, 
so not to be taken up if its going to be derailing! It’s just me thinking out loud the story 
shared by the Keynotes, Uncle Norm about the meat eating fire ant, and how non-human 
wisdoms can come into our ‘logics’ in ways that can teach us the shortfalls of a human-only 
view? 
 
Sarah Drummond:  So much this Yoko I think the cosmos, our connection to earth, different 
ecologies can teach us so much about a different way to live that is also respectful of this 
planet. Non-human wisdoms can and should come into our logic. The challenge is a huge 
dominant logic that exists today in a market sense, which breeds a human behaviour to 
meet that logic. PROFIT = SUCCESS = BONUS = CONSUMPTION etc. 
Could talk to you more and more about this. 
 
lucy kimbell: Thanks for great talks. If we think of design projects/teams as temporary 
organisations, is there anything we can learn from critical studies/practice in leadership and 
management about how to address power relations, build in reflexivity, support 
collaborative leadership to negotiate conflicting logics? 
 
Sarah Drummond: I think there is Lucy - the reality on the ground of designing, especially in 
tough policy dimensions (we’ve experienced) is the skills and experience needed to utilise 
leadership techniques to influence the brief, change direction, challenge ‘logics’. 
 
Sarah Drummond: My experience - or where we’ve utilised new toolkits is leaning deep into 
3 horizon framework, systems thinking to understand dark matter/power and chart a course 
forward in whart levers need pulled to influence brief/direction. 
 
Anonymous Attendee: This is SUCH a great panel! My question - if we're working in the 
consulting space and also keen to experiment with more 'illogical' methods that don't 
impose our own logics on others, what can we do to encourage the client/partner funding 
the project to trust us and our seemingly wacky methods (even though there might be a lot 
of critical reflection and thought behind them)?? 
 
Juan Sanin: Thank you… this is what I usually tell them: 
“… speculation is crucial for innovation, but we usually don’t give it the space it deserves … 
it is impossible to achieve new things with old or traditional tools” 
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Sarah Drummond: Hey anonymous -> Great question. I tend to steer away from tools 
forcing people into thinking and having gentle conversations asking the right questions. 
 
I start with mapping project outcomes and explaining how the questions and what we’re 
doing will ladder up to the outcomes for people, their org and wider system 
 
Anonymous Attendee: How can you truly understand your own ontology? Is it through 
introspection or by compassion to others? Are there techniques or is it random and 
experience based? 
 
Joyce Yee: Not completely, no. But you can certainly surface that and be more reflexive and 
questioning - its an ongoing process. 
 
Isabel Farina: Does the visibility of logics to do also with understanding or accepting the 
political role of design? And therefore with the explicit positioning of the designer? 
 
Joyce Yee: Echoing Sarah here, all design is a political act. Its a disciplinary blind spot that 
needs to be addressed. However, by revealing our own positioning (political, social, 
economic, etc), we can see how our own positionality (politics) effects our practice. 
 
Douglas: Do you have an example of a toolkit or method that is is built from a specific design 
logic, and how that impacts the results you gain from using that toolkit? 
 
Josina Vink: For example, the customer journey map has an individualist focus and positions 
a person as a “customer” - reflecting more of a western, market logic. 
 
Sarah Drummond: Douglas - I often think when systems mapping tools (like cause and effect 
mapping) which we use quite a lot to figure out at a systems level the best lever points for 
change, is often dominant to an individual’s logic and view of where they fit in a system. So 
to make it work, you need a diversity of input in mapping. 
 
Alison Prendiville: Yes, we need to rethink our place in the environment with our co-species. 
I would also avoid non-human as it privileges us. 
 
Juan Sanin: Yes! You’re right Alison - - - talking of non-humans is still a human centred way 
of thinking… good point! 
 
Kimberley Crofts: Josina – I wonder if closer observation of nature in the context within we 
are designing might help to surface what the ‘rules of the game’ are for the non-human 
actors? An Indigenous academic here in Australia, Professor Mary Graham, says that 
everything makes more sense when you get your hands in the earth. 
 
Josina Vink: I LOVE this! Let’s be reflexive by being surrounded by earth and dirty. We have 
so much to learn from the relational ways of other species and ecosystems. 
 
Kimberley Crofts: Josina. Could you speak more please to your concept of how reflexivity 
could support autonomous design? 
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Josina Vink: I am thinking that reflexivity, an awareness of the multiplicity of norms, beliefs, 
etc., is needed in order to intentionally shape them. So when communities have that 
awareness themselves, they are able to more intentionally shape their own guiding 
principles that would otherwise be taken for granted …and through that do everyday 
design. 
 
Gwen | Geelong, Australia: Juan, would you also say that the double diamond isn't relevant 
because it activates a design logic? 
 
Juan Sanin: Hi Gwen… yes, absolutely… it activates not just a design logic, bu the logic of the 
design council (the institution that created it) … it would be great to have mopre speculative 
models to think about and put designs into practice 
 
Kim Shore:  Yes, Sarah. Great comment re inherent politics of design. If we understand 
future human culture as necessarily inter-dependent with natural systems — or continue to 
run into conflict with planetary boundaries and negative feedbacks — then how we adopt a 
planetary, long term mindset is a good question. And changing intent of clients towards this, 
a worthy goal 
 
Sarah Drummond: We’re trying to evolve thinking with clients at the moment and steward 
https://medium.com/wearesnook/principles-for-designing-sustainable-services-
bbf3f3948ac2 
 
What we’re finding Kim is even at this stage - asking the right questions during projects is a 
first step to moving from human centered design into a planet centered design 
 
Kim Shore: Thanks, Sarah. Yes, the two loop model is interesting way to think about 
emergent movements and system change. How we catalyse, steward and support people 
shifting the system in the right way encapsulates the politics and activsim of design. 
Perhaps, if we can integrate reflexivity and planetary thinking within the context of the two 
loops model can help accelerate the emergent system. 
 
Sarah Drummond: YES YES YES. I agree. I think the ‘tools’ we use must embed these 
questions into them. 
 
Ricardo Sosa: on toolkits: “the master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house.” 
 
willie: absolutely brilliantly said, Sarah 
 
Sarah Drummond: A good model I use to help base ourselves as designers in where you are 
‘playing’ is the Berkana institute model https://medium.com/centre-for-public-
impact/what-i-think-we-do-at-the-centre-for-public-impact-54abaa81f3f5 
 
Sarah Drummond: Where you are playing is important to recognise, dominant system often 
has dominant logics but there is still validity in making things ‘work’ for people 
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Samuel Yu: On the topic of nonhuman values and ‘logics’ this is a bit of work I’ve come 
across recently on ‘Bioinclusive Ethics in design’  
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/14606925.2019.1594992 
 
Sarah Drummond: A big part of design will be hospicing the old (see Cassie Robinson) work 
where we also hospice old logics that are only human-centred. So we can steward into an 
emergency system 
 
Monica Regalado: Thank you for sharing these ^ 
 
Sarah Drummond: Hospicing the old is a great read -> 
https://medium.com/thefarewellfund/hospicing-the-old-16e537396c4b 
 
Joyce Yee: This was a useful paper that introduces Posthumanism (more-than-human) and 
Design. https://lauraforlano.files.wordpress.com/2017/10/02-laura-forlano.pdf 
 
Lauren Tan: A former colleague of mine, who is an Anthropologist, and used to ask 
ourselves if we should frame as Ethical Design rather than Human-Centred Design 
 
Viola Petrella: Also important to give us space to mourn the identities, perspectives and 
views we unlearn and leave behind in our design practice. Maybe we need rituals and 
collective practices to help us do so 
 
Mieke van der Bijl-Brouwer: That’s an impressive summary Daniela, thank you! 
 
Sarah Drummond: Lauren - I really like planet centred design in a sense. But also has it 
limitations. I’d argue we probably don’t have the words/languages to encompass an over 
arching design practice now 
 
Kimberley Crofts: Amazing capture 
 
Lauren Tan: We saw ethics as broader than the planet :) We used to have the longest 
conversations about ethics. Not very productive in the office! 
 
Taro Akabane: Thank you for very interesting discussion :) 
 
Joyce Yee: Lauren Tan - but the discussion is ‘productive’ and actually really important. Just 
have to introduce it as a KPI ;) 
 
Tristan Schultz: Clive Dilnot did a little on Ethics and Design 
 
Lauren Tan: Haha I wish Joyce - you know the context I work in ;) 
 
Gwen | Geelong, Australia: for sarah, 90% communication and 10% is  ….?  
 
Sarah Drummond: ‘Ideas’ Gwen 
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Samuel Yu: Closely related to Dilnot, there’s Fry’s redirective practice  that goes into design 
as a practical ethic too 
 
Liam Fennessy: Thank you again Sarah, Josina, Daniela, Joyce, Melissa and Juan - and thank 
you Simon for wrangling such a great discussion. 
 
Nick Gaff: Thank you all very much. 
 
Sarah Drummond: 90% communication, 10% design - my talk on it is here _> 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-axK8aQGizweOJGDqtfcJQeAC7glk75wnSY-
fcI1PTc/edit 
 
Juan Sanin: Thank you all 
 
Sarah Drummond: Slide 99 Gwen 
 
Lauren Tan: thank you! Good references on ethics and design. Looking for more recent 
works though. Would be great to know if anyone has come across any. 
 
nina amini: Excellent discussion - Thank you to all the panelists 
 
Heico Wesselius: Fantastic discussion!  Thought provoking debate and some great ideas for 
some other and new models to frame discussion 
 
Marie Van den Bergh (she/her): Thank you for this inspiring talk, So much to read, so much 
to learn, and so much to reflect on! 
 
Joanna Saad-Sulonen: Thank you all! 
 
Melisa Duque: Muchas gracias to all!! 
 
Paula Hardie: thank you everyone! 
 
Elana Berton (She Her): Thank you! 
 
Samuel Yu: Thank you all! 
 
Lisa O: thank you 
 
Alison Prendiville: Thank you so much fascinating conversation. 
 
Viola Petrella: Thank you all for the great discussion! 
 
Kris Franks: Brilliant, thanks to you all and all the people in chat! 
 
Kate Storey: Thanks! 
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Sarah Heffernan: thank you!! 
 
Josina Vink: Thank you all for the stimulating discussion! 
 
Douglas: Really fascinating discussion, tanks! 
 
Sarah Drummond: Thanks for all the Q+A and side discussion, we probably could have built. 
Whole conference on just those q’s! 
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